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About This Game

Gray Cat is a hardcore 2D platformer about the Gray Cat and an endless torment.
The developer has decided a lot for you. You will shoot and jump when it's needed. In the era of the open world games and

freedom of action, this game is a small protest.
Try to beat the level! It's not so easy, you'll be dying over and over again.

Features:
- increased difficulty
- puzzles and traps

- limited freedom of action

Enjoy the game!
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There are precious few game series that live to see a 4th installment - especially if the genre is "puzzle". It's also difficult to
steadily improve quality as the series goes forward. To have a 4th installment that is massively superior to the (already good)
predecessors is really exceptional - and this is what Quell Zen managed to achieve.
The basic Quell formula is simple. You're guiding a raindrop with momentum - if you push it right, it will travel right until it
hits something (or travel forever if it doesn't hit anything :) Initially, you need to collect pearls to complete levels, but as the
game goes on, there are more types of objectives. Some of the levels are challenging to figure out, but the real challenge is
getting the perfect score (ie. lowest number of moves). If more challenge is wanted, you can look for the hidden jewel on the
level. Some levels also have sublevels, also for additional challenge. And finally, you can try to beat the perfect score - there are
a handful in every quell game where this is possible.
As you see, Quell goes from the relaxing casual to the mid-heavy challenging, depending on how you approach. The simple but
pleasing visual style is unobtrusive, while the gorgeous soundtrack infuses the game with a degree of melancholy. This is where
Quell Zen scores big - combining the ever more refined atmosphere of the first three games with a Japanese theme is a total hit,
when I saw the game, I just wondered how the creators didn't think of this earlier. Ah yeah, and doubling the number of levels
also did the game some good :)

Complete with a simple but heartfully told little story, Quell Zen is one of the most atmospheric puzzle games I've ever played,
with a difficulty level matching my capabilities and attention span well. As the crowning glory of an already excellent series, this
game is certainly recommended.
. This football game is the best football arcade after legendary Sensible Soccer, Goal, Kickoff. It brings back memories of those
games, it's simple, gives a lot of fun, especially when played with a friend. Developer's dedication in improving the game, fast
responses and altering newly added achievements (removing hard and grindy ones) after suggestions (in only 1 day!) is simply
awesome.. Graphics are great!

Story and ending horrible. Still trying to figure out what the hell I just accomplished after 3 hours. Also, not scary at all. Not
even slightly.. The Best game so far on Steam, when Im finally drunk !!. I actually don't think that the manga or art book are
bad...just that they are "neat" or "interesting." My main issue is that I don't believe it is worth the cost (almost half of the cost of
the game) for maybe 10 minutes of reading.

However, if you are a huge fan of the game and feel like supporting the excellent developers while receiving a bit of content in
return, this is not a bad way to go at all.. has potential to be a good game, but the current version seems very unfinished.
Controls could be better, e.g. analog throttle and brake on gamepad triggers. Physics are not good enough, e.g. car is still
working when driving off some wheels on high ground and some barriers do not have proper hitboxes.
I'm missing a few interesting game modes like time attack (earning medals like in TrackMania and with optional worldwide
highscores) or penalties for hitting cones instead of an instakill. So far I haven't seen any fields that force you to drive forward
or backwards, which would add another challenge to some levels.
If you like this kind of parking games I highly recommend "Trucks & Trailers" from SCS Software,
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Coaches are awesome. Matrix trains again releasing a fine product! can't complain for 3 quid!. This game surprised me, in a
very good way. The character system has more depth than it looks like. The game overall is fairly polished. I'm having a blast
with it, anyway. Highly recommended.. Okay. I bought this game out of curiosity, hoping to find a hidden gem. And, wow. It
did not disappoint.

"Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy" has a plot. It is a mashup of "Destroy all Monsters," "Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure," and
any given episode of "WWE RAW." It's a profoundly weird narrative, but it is coherent.

Soooo...this game is set in a world where giant Godzilla monsters are real. However, all the huge city-stomping monsters signed
some sort of treaty-thing agreeing to only battle each other in scheduled, televised, in-ring events to avoid needlessly wiping out
humanity. However during a major title match, an evil monster with a box for a head breaks the rules by using a steel chair
against his opponent. Then, when he realizes he's going to get disqualified, he summons a giant interdimensional sea slug to
transport him back in time so he can alter the time stream continuum to retroactively prevent himself from ever losing of the
match...and also become ruler of the world. So, now you must lead a group of benevolent monsters through time in order to set
history right and presumably end the original title bout.

You with me?
This game is bananas! As its title implies, the gameplay follows the classic Final Fantasy formula of turn-based battles. And,
given my description of the plot, you may be thinking the game's script is nothing but "LOL RANDUMB!!!1!" dialogue. But,
no. This is a thoroughly fleshed out universe, with surprisingly three dimensional protagonists. So, the game's humor is
genuinely pretty great! It's charming, funny, and character driven, even if all the characters are idiotic meat-heads.

Did I mention its presentation is also pretty darn phenomenal? The OST is full of original chip-tunes that do a more than
serviceable job of setting each world's tone. There are enough fast-travel hot spots to prevent the game from ever dragging. And
all encounter monsters are visible on the game's overworld, so there's no unwanted random battles. The pixel art in this game is
legitimately impressive, and the graphics feature plenty of nods to the SNES Mode 7 eye-candy that defined 16-bit JRPGs.

However, this is not really a nostalgia game. It's its own thing. Despite all the references, "Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy" is
its own stupidly crazy thing. This is a shockingly fresh game built on nostalgic mechanics. And that's a good thing. Players will
need *something* familiar to keep them grounded in this lunacy. The fact that this is coming from such an obscure freelance
Dev is awesome. This could easily have been a cheap RPGMaker project. But, no. The game is seemingly built from the ground
up, and that gives it level of polish that really makes this labor of love shine. If this is any indicator of quality, I think we can
expect some really amazing stuff from Super Walrus Games.

So, do I recommend "Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy?" Yes. To who? Well, you can't put a game as unique as this into a box.
So, I won't. I recommend it to everyone. Everyone, buy this game.

Or, at least try the free demo. Yeah. It even has a free demo, for anyone who's on the fence. This game's great.. "Red Forest" is
a first-person horror-hunting game.

Chernobyl. The Ukrainian territory of the red forest lies in the most contaminated zone after the devastating SuperGAU of
26.04.1986. Even today large areas are restricted area and belong to the most irradiated areas of the world. In the forests
biodiversity increased measurably after the nuclear disaster. No wonder that rumors about frightening mutations arose.

In "Red Forest", we have the task of cutting the rake in a limited forest area, a humanoid mutation that can attack and kill
humans. For this, we should equip ourselves with the right tools at the beginning of the game in the starting building, which
unfortunately does not explain the game. Of particular importance, of course, is a firearm and ammunition. However, we should
also buy a tablet to have a card and a thermal imaging tracker. Otherwise, the search could be very tiring. We can hike through
the forest areas without getting anything in front of the shotgun. The rake is also quite shy. Before the car with which we can
travel, he fled, for example.

The atmosphere is very good. The dark, foggy area often lets one imagine things in the distance, which are then only the shadow
of a bush. If the tracker fails, it can only be a wandering fox. The soundscapes bear the feeling of loneliness.

However, the gameplay itself is problematic. Apart from technical weaknesses apart from that the grass grows through the floor
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of the car or the same does not have a hand brake, so gladly times, when you get off. This could be overlooked. However, when
things do not work, sensors are not placed. Or even if there is no shortcut to the items. We have our tracker in function, the rake
is in front of us and we have to go first with the mouse wheel through flashlight, map, sensors ... until we finally hold a gun in
hands. Meanwhile, the monster has long since killed us and the three-hour search was just wasted time.

Too many weaknesses, too many technical problems prevent the good concept to be really recommended.

rating:
7\/10 atmosphere
6\/10 Story
6\/10 graphic
7\/10 sound
4\/10 Playing mechanics
3\/10 Balancing
4\/10 game play

Conclusion:
Atmosphere alone is not enough.

5\/10 Overall rating. I do not understand why people give bad ratings to this game, it is not bad game. I think it was a bargain for
60 cents.. Game looks well on video and screenshots, but in game you realise what BAD it is... You even unnable to walk when
you are reloading weapon... Keep you money and time and avoid this game.
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